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	Network Routing: Algorithms, Protocols, and Architectures, 9780120885886 (0120885883), Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the span of a quarter-century, network routing in communication networks has evolved tremendously. Just a quarter-century ago, the public switched telephone network (PSTN) was running hierarchical routing, ARPANET routing was operational, and the telecommunication infrastructure had fixed static transport routes. In the 1980s, we saw the first tremendous growth in routing: Internet routing was deployed under the TCP/IP stack starting, first with the RIP protocol; the telephone network started deploying dynamic call routing schemes; and the telecommunication transport network deployed SONET transport mechanisms, which could reroute in a ring topology in 40 millisec in the event of a failure. In the past fifteen years, we have seen the need for policy routing because of multiprovider settings, and the need to develop fast lookup algorithms for packet processing that enables efficient routing. We have also seen interdependency between addressing and routing as first addressed through classless interdomain routing (CIDR) and more recently, because of number portability in the PSTN.More importantly, we saw how the way an addressing scheme is deployed can impact routing and lookup algorithms.

Network routing can be broadly divided into three basic fundamental categories: packet routing, circuit-switched routing, and transport routing; certainly, a combination is possible. The evolution over the past quarter-century has brought to the foreground the need to understand and examine where and how different dimensions of routing, from algorithms to protocols to architectures, can differ for different types of networks, and where they intersect. Certainly, the goal is to learn from our past experiences and prepare ourselves for next generation networks and routing.

While numerous papers have been written on the subject of network routing, and several books are now available on routing for specific networks, the field still lacks a comprehensive or systematic guide that encompasses various routing paradigms. Second, even in discussions of a single routing type (for example, either the Internet or PSTN), the focus often appears to be either on protocols or algorithms without tying them together with analysis and implementation; or, the work delves more into router command-line for router configuration; or, being informationalwithout explaining thewhys. Furthermore, how the addressing mechanism can affect routing decisions is yet another important topic that is rarely discussed. For efficient routing, how routers are architectured—and why—is yet another mystery. Finally, the relation between traffic engineering and efficient routing is also another topic. In the end, one needs to be somewhat of an “expert” in different routing paradigms to get a well-rounded view.
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packetC ProgrammingApress, 2011

	This book covers a vast array of information related to packetC. It is a complete language reference and contains background information on many unique parts of packetC. As packetC shares much of its grammar with C, the book focuses on being an instructional language reference and not a general C programming introduction, since extensive...


		

Ultra-Wideband Communications: Fundamentals and Applications (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies)Prentice Hall, 2005
Ultra-wideband (UWB) radios are expected to play a revolutionary role in the future of wireless communications systems. The great interest in UWB communications was sparked by FCC rulings in February 2002 that authorized the unlicensed commercial deployment of UWB technology under a strict power control in 7500 MHz of spectrum. This...


		

Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don't Want You to KnowCato Institute, 2009
At the end of June 2009, I will be leaving the University of Virginia, as fine a public school as there is in the world. The university cannot guarantee me both academic freedom and a full salary from the Commonwealth of Virginia. My faculty position was ‘‘Research Professor and State Climatologist, Department of Environmental...




	

Plone 3 MultimediaPackt Publishing, 2010

	Plone is a free and open source content management system built on top of the Zope application server. Multimedia provides us with stunning interactive user experiences and many design options, but it requires discipline and knowledge to utilize it effectively so that we do not alienate our audiences. By providing an overview of multimedia...


		

Dating For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2006
If you’re looking for a fun Saturday night date or a happily-ever-after mate, this is the guide for you. Whether you’re young and haven’t dated much or older and have been out of circulation so long you’ve forgotten how to flirt, dating can be intimidating. Author Dr. Joy Browne, America’s favorite psychologist,...

		

Penetration Testing with BackBoxPackt Publishing, 2014

	This tutorial will immerse you in the fascinating environment of penetration testing. Thoroughly practical and written for ease of understanding, it will give you the insights and knowledge you need to start using BackBox.


	Overview

	
		Experience the real world of penetration testing with Backbox Linux using...
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